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The linguistic unity of A. 40 has previously been doubted
(SCHADEBERG and VOORHOEVE 1977, PHILIPS 1979). It has been our aim to
shed some more light on the synchronic subclassification of the A. 40
- A.60 languages.
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Map showing the geographical position of the languages
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A. CORRESPONDENCES
The phoneme correspondences are based on the comparison of (assu-
med) cognates in the wordlists. The starred symbols are taken from re-
constructions of the words in Proto Bantu by MEEUSSEN (1980). Elsewhere
we use the vowelsystem : u o D a e e i, because these symbols are
mostly used in the sources.
In the column "final vowel" in Table l a plus (+) indicates that
the final vowel is always preserved, a minus (-) means that the vowel
is always deleted. + indicates that the vowel is sometimes deleted,
sometimes preserved. The final vowel quality is identical in all lan-
guages, but in Nugunu the vowel a becomes a after i in the preceding
syllabe, in Nukalong and Nubaca the vowel is always i when the preceding
vowel is i.
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5. DIALECTOMETRICAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
First we reduced a list of 120 items, which is the same list used
by MÖHLIG in similar studies, to 100 because there were insufficlent
data for some of the items in too many languages. After preparing index
cards, we scored them while at the same time making notes of what we
considered as a regulär sound correspondence and what we classed as
phonological or morphological difference. On the basis of these notes
we checked and systematized the sound correspondences and then redid
the scoring.
For each pair of languages the weighted percentage of resemblance
was calculated (see table 3). This percentage is calculated as follows :
If the words for one item do not differ or differ only by regulär sound
correspondences, the resemblance is counted as 4 ; if these words have
a morphological difference, it is counted as 3 ; if they have a phono-
logical difference, it is counted as 2 ; if they have more than one
difference, morphological and/or phonological (and the words are of the
same root), it is counted as l ; if the words are of different roots,
it is counted as 0. The sum of the scores for all 100 items is divided
by the maximum possible score. This, multiplied by 100, gives the per-
centage of resemblance between a pair of languages.
For some columns and rows of table 3 the percentages are less
reliable than for otners because of the higher number of missing words
(see tabie 4). The percentages of table 3 were arranged in descending
order and divided into six groups representing degrees of resemblance
by making use of gaps in the sequence of percentages (see the rightmost
column of f ig. 3) . The Information of table l is more cleafrly displayed
visually in figures 1-3. In fig. l the degrees of resemblance between
all the languages are displayed ; percentages above 52.7 % (the four
highest degrees of resemblance of the six groups) are indicated by
various types of connecting lines. Languages within a circle have a
percentage of resemblance to all others within the circle of at least
the degree represented by the type of line used. Fig. 2 is a detail of
fig. l, hut restricted to the languages 7-17 and the three lowest
degrees of resemblance. Fig. 3 gives the same Information as figures l
and 2 or as table 3, but displayed differently. The type of line repre-
sents the degree of resemblance (1-6) and the lenght of the line





- = 97.7 - 93.0 %
- = 83.4 - 79.9 %
= 68.9 - 64.5 %
ff\ -7 „ co -7 o.
— DU • / -J^. • / *
no connection line = no resemblance above 52.7 %.
= 60.7 - 52.7 %
= 47.8 - 40.8 %
- 37.5 _ 35.6 %
no connection line = no resemblance above 35.6 % and below 60.7 %.
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527 645 591 591
12
274 362 358 607 345
13
306 373 375 408 375 429
14
331 445 473 478 432 356 558
15
278 298 372 374 348 324 426 689
16
260 280 270 308 257 291 467 375 328
17
235 316 324 270 291 276 319 303 260 301































0 26 15 14.
0 26 15 1 15.
0 26 15 2 1 16.
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1. Mbam-Nkam (1-4) and Rikpa (18) are clearly separate from the
other languages. The highest percentage by which these languages
are linked to any other language of our sample is about 33%, i.e.
Bo, Bum, Basaa.
2. Bo (5), Bum (6), and Basaa (7) form a group (58-68%). These
languages are quite distinct from the other languages; the high-
est percentage is Basaa (7) - Nyokon (8), 37%.
3. Tunen (9) , Alinga (10) , Mandi (11), and Bonek (12) form a group
(56-83%), Within this group Nen and Alinga have such a high per-
centage (83%) that it can be assumed that they are mutually in-
telligible.
4. Nyokon (8) is linked with Tunen (9) , Alinga(10), Mandi (11),
and Bonek (12) by percentages of 36.1 - 52.7%. These are the
highest percentages Nyokon shares with other languages. The
percentages between Nyokon and Bo (5), Bum (6), Basaa (7) are
of a lower level (22.2-37.2%).
5. Nukalong (15) and Nubaca (16) have a percentage of 69%. It
is remarkable that Nukalong belongs to the group of Tunen, Alinga,
Bonek and Mandi at a level of 43%, but Nubaca only at a level
of 26%. Nugunu (14), Nukalong (15) and Nubaca (16) form a group
at a level of 43%. At that level Nukalong is a member of two
groups, namely the Tunen-Alinga-Mandi-Bonek-group and the Nugunu-
Nubaca-Nukalong-group. Nugunu (14) has a central position.
It has a percentage of 47% with Tuki (17), of 43% with Yambeta(13)
and of 56% with Nukalong f 15).
6. Yambeta (13) occupies a position in between different groups.
With Mandi (11; it has a percentage of 60%, but with the other
languages under 2 -Tunen, Alinga and Bonek - it forms a group
at a level of 34.5%. At thcit level Yambeta also has connections
with Nugunu (14), Nukalong (15) and Nubaca (16).
7. Tuki (17) falls partly outside the rest. It has the highest
percentage with Nugunu (14)(47%); and with Nukalong 37.5%, with
Nubaca 32.8%.
8. At a low level of 36% the languages 9-15, Tunen, Alinga, Mandi,
Bonek, Yambeta, Nugunu, and Nukalong, form a group in which
Nyokon (8), Nubaca (16) and Tuki (17) are not included.
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6. COMHENTS
In her study of Yambeta K. PHILLIPS examined (among other things)
mutual intelligibility and has carried out a lexico-statistic survey
of a number of languages which are also included in our study. On the
basis of judgements by speakers about mutual intelligibility, she
arrivés at three groups :
(1) Alinga, Bonek, Mandi, Tunen, (Yambeta).
(2) Nugunu, (Tuki), (Yambeta).
(3) Rikpa, Bape (A. 50), (Tuki).
This neatly corresponds with our results in the recognition of
(1) and (2) as two groups, with Yambeta being a member of both.




Bape Rikpa Tuki Nugunu Yambeta Mandi Alinga Tunen Bonek
The close relationship between Alinga and Tunen within the Tunen
-Mandi-Alinga-Bonek group, with Rikpa being outside the group, is con-
firmed by our study, but not the inclusion of Yambeta in a group with
Tuki and Nugunu.
The lexico-statistical study by SCHADEBERG and VOORHOEVE resulted
in the following tree :
r
Basaa Bum Bo Mangissa Rikpa Tuki, Bati Nubaca Yangben Mandi Tu- Nyo-
Uki nen kon
These results agree with our own : Basaa, Bum and Bo are separate
from the other A. 40 languages ? Rikpa is closer to Basaa, Bum and Bo
than to Mandi, Tunen and the others.
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7. EVALUATION AND PERSPECTIVES
In conclusion we can say that the A. 40 languages do not form a
unity. Tunen, Alinga, Mandi and Bonek have more in common with A. 60
languages such as Nugunu, Nubaca and Nukalong.
A reclassification seems justified :
Group l : Bo, Bum, Basaa and other A. 41-43 languages.
Group 2 : Tunen, Alinga, Bonek, Mandi, Yambeta, Nugunu, Nukalong,
Nubaca, Tuki and other A. 60 languages.
Within group 2, Tunen, Alinga, Bonek and Mandi form a subgroup.
The position of Nyokon is not clear, but probably in group 2.
In this lexical comparison there is no significant similarity
between the Bamileke languages (1-4) and group 2, though they share
some peculiarities which are not common generally in Bantu : A mu-class
as the plural of class 19, prefixes of the form VN- as well as of the
form mV- for the same class. Other peculiarities in group 2 are :
- a distinction between class 6 (plural of 5) and 6a (liquids)
- deviant word order : SOV instead of SVO (Tunen, Nyokon)
- a prefix mi- for animals (Tunen)
- collective classes as well as plural classes (Tunen)
- noun Suffixes, -VC, as well as prefixes (Bonek)
- vowel harmony (Tunen, Yambeta, Nugunu)
These peculiarities have led J. VOORHOEVE to propose a research pro-
ject on the languages of group 2 ; fieldwork, which should include a








all - tout, tous
Al = -so 5, 7
A2 = sundè 6




B2 = cèm 18
C = kitikit 15, K





A2 = di.bu, cl. 5
A3 = kt.Bu, cl. 7
B = isue
Cl = mo.ló, cl. 6
moot, cl. 6
mo' . tó.m, cl. 6
•na.dS, cl.6a
ma. tu, cl . 6
C2 - b. tó, cl. 3
C3 = mu. al, cl. 6
D = mo.ko, cl. 6
Al : A2 : A3 = morph
C2 : C3 = ace.
goat - chêvre
Al = mbho ; i
nzwi ; 2
ndzwÄ ; 2


























s . buji . ey ,
m. bujii , cl
m.bOji, cl.
bul, Cl. 9
A3 = m. bon, cl.
BI = nembe, cl.
B2 = kémbè, cl.
Al : A2 = ace. ,
BI : B2 = phon.





A2 = fcepten ('t
B = tĵ k.ak
Cl = ta. logge
C2 = kl.lok, cl
Al : A2 = morph
5. belly - ventre
» i *Al = pam
vèp
A2 = dl.bum, cl
A3 = nl.pundJL,
A4 = nl-punt/ó,
A5 = cf.um, cl. 5
BI = .lou, cl. 5
B2 = pl.nom, cl
\ f \pe . now. ep,
C = to.na, cl.
\ * f












Al : A3 = ace . , A2 : A3 =













cl. 5 : 15 (=.pum - nd£)




cl. 8 s 12










Al : A2 = phon., Al : A3 - ace., Al : A4 = ace., Al : A5 =
ace., A2 : A3 = morph., A2 : A4 = morph., A2 : A5 = phon.,























k e g , cl. 7
aq
f fsijeg
k i .mbon .nsk / cl.
ge.antS f cl. 7
kl .anda, cl. 7
\ , /
a. hat
\ . f 'akana«
gól







kè. sak, cl. 7
f i . n u n , cl. 19




fi . i l i , cl. 19
















5, 6, 7, 8
10, 11




B3 = ace. , BI
B3 = ace.
B4 = ace., B2 : B3 =
phon., B2 : B4 = phon., B3 : B4 = ace.
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: C2 = morph.






















= nson mu ndïï
\ , w\ . / \
= tab ekato
= fèda
: A2 = phon., 1














VI : A3 ace., A2 : A3 = morph.,
10• blood - sang
A — lam : l
dyep : 3
IÏYA : 4











\ \ -i g-ma. ce, cl .6
ma. jel , cl. 6
ma. noq, cl . 6
ma. nog, cl. 6
ma. nog. am, cl. 6
ma.no 130, cl.6a
ma. no i cl . 6
ma. QO , cl. 6
ma.taji, cl.6a














D2 = phon., Dl : D3 = ace., D2 : D3
































14, 15, 16, 17
9
13




vah 2, 3, 4
ki.u, cl. 7 8
y.uhè, cl. 7 9
y.uh, cl. 7 10
y.uul, cl. 7 11
e




A3 = kl.gu, cl.7
A4 = gx.guagua, cl.7
A5 = kl.kóko, cl.7
A6 = kl.kóh, cl.7
A7 = ki.wop, cl.7













C c  17
Al : A2
ace., Al
A2 : A4 = ace
ace., A3 : A4 = ace . _ . _„ , .
A3 : A7 = ace., A4 : A5 = ace., A4 : A6 = ace
ace., A5 : A6 = morph., A5 : A7 = ace
A3 = ace., Al : A4 = ace., Al : A5 =
., Al : A7 = ace., A2 : A3 = phon,
., A2 : A6 = phon., A2 : A7 =
. A3 : A6 = phon.,
A6 = ace., A4 : A7 =
., A3 : A5 = ace.
phon.





A2 = ni.pui, Cl. 5
A3 = jiè.ban, cl. 5
è.ba-jiè, cl. 5
l.banfi, cl. 5
A4 = ni.bwunï, cl. 5
A5 = cfj .ell, cl. 5
BI = too
B2 = nè.lomb, cl. 5
ne . dom, cl .5














A3 = phon., Al : A4 = phon., Al : A5
phon., A2 : A3 = ace., A2 : A4 = ace., A2 : A5 = ace.,
A3 : A4 = ace., A3 : A5 = ace., A4 : A5 = phon., BI : B2 =
phon.
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14. war - guerre
A = neu
B = wala
Cl = w.el, cl.3









Cl : C2 = morph.
















S / y \ / | T / ^woo ' /paa - , cl.1/2
mon, cl.l
mon , cl. l
\ ^ . ,
D. n. oy , cl. l






A2 = magge/bogge , cl.1/2
B = onoomp, cl.l




































BI : B2 = morph., BI : B3 = phon., B2 : B3 = ace.,







17.ito come - venir
Al = sa' l
so' 4
A2 = ho' 2, 3












- »„.i 9, 10
: A2 = phon,, BI : B2 =











I = s on
Al ace
C3
BI,  j. : B3 = phon., B2 : B3
ace., C2 s C3 = phon.
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18. country - pays
Al = pu.non, cl.14
A2 = bo.non, cl.14
A3 = gè.dona, cl.7
A4 = kl.ton, cl.7
ki.lbn, Cl.7
A5 = a.dong o, cl.6
B = ca'a
C = n.kon, cl.3
Dl = m.mba
D2 = nt.bay
E = nl.guu, cl.5











A3 = phon., Al : A4 = ace., Al : A5 =
ace., A2 : A3 = phon., A2 : A4 = morph., A2 : A5 = morph.,
A3 : A4 = ace., A3 : A5 = ace., A4 : A5 = morph., Dl : D2 =
phon.



























Al : A2 = phon.
20. daytime - jour
A : hl.l o : 7
BI : i.wu, cl.5 : 5
a.ru, cl.5 : 6
B2 : pu.tu, cl.14 : 8
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Cl : bü.os, cl. 14 9
pu.ós, cl. 14 11,
voos , cl. 14 13
C2 = guós, cl. 3 18
D = sï-s£, cl.l 14
E = unguna 17
15, 16
BI : B2 = morph., Cl : C2 = morph




































Al : A2 = ace.
22. dog - chien
Al = mbna 1
mvö 2,
mvüó 4
è.mó, cl. 9 9
è.mo, cl. 9 10
è.b̂ ', cl. 9 11
uu.bwuy, cl. 9 12
m.bo, cl. 9 13
m. boa, cl. 9 14
m.buä, cl. 9 15




A2 = mbio, cl.9 : 5
m.byo, cl.9 : 6
A3 = qgwo, cl.9 : 7
A4 = bu, cl.9 : 18
B = Y .è>p : 8
Al : A2 = phon., Al : A3 = ace., Al : A4 = phon., A2 : A3 =
ace., A2 : A4 = ace., A3 : A4 = ace.



























Al : A2 = phon., Al : A3 = phon., A2 : A3 = ace.,
BI : B2 = morph., BI : B3 = morph., B2 : B3 = phon.






















Cl = bom 5
C2 = bum 6
Dl = go.goba 14
D2 = u.wubS 17
E = fcép 7
F = tip 8
G = kó 13
H = ku.kuda 16
I = ri.ÊÓ' 18
BI : B2 = phon., BI
Cl : C2 = phon., Dl




\ f , _
i.won, cl.b
A2 = ü.tóq, cl.3
o.toga.loy, cl.3
A3 = ró, Cl.5
A4 = óó , cl.3























A6 = u.tso, cl.3
B = 1.ree, cl.3 
Al : A2 = morph., Al : A3 = phon., Al : A4 = ace., Al : A5
ace., Al : A6 = ace., A2 : A3 = ace., A2 : A4 = phon.,
A2 : A5 = phon., A2 : A6 = ace., A3 : A4 = morph., A3 : A5
morph., A3 : A6 = ace., A4 : A5 = morph., A4 : A6 = ace.,
A5 : A6 = phon.
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26. to eat - manger
Al = 3«
zo










T. t * f ^A3 = go.jiajia
Al : A2 = phor





BI = i. js, cl.
dl.kyé, C
1 i . d 3 e , (.
e. gS • ,cl .
nl.k?' , c
B2 = nlkyan, c
nè. Ken . én
B3 = n. hege , c
B4 = l. ga, cl.
B5 = cfï, cl. 5
C = y. fin, cl.
BI : B2 = phon
BI : B5 = phon














































B3 = morph., BI : B4 = phon.,
B3 = ace., B2 : B4 = ace., B2 : B5
B3 : B5 = ace., B4 : B5 = ace.
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28. eye - oeil
A = d. is , cl
ds - ï s , cj
J111S, Cl
nis, cl.J


















































AI : A2 = phon.
30. fat - graisse
AI = höp
A2 = ma.foij, cl.6
da. bog, cl.5
li.hog, cl.5











Cl = niB.gut, cl.6
mè.guds, cl.6a
me.kut, cl.6a




\ / f i fmoo-ta, cl.6
D = moya, cl.6a
Al : A2 = phon., Al










A3 = morph., A2 : A3 = ace.,
31. louse - pou
Al = ki.ë, cl.7
y.el, cl. 7
tj-.ee, cl. 7
A2 = i.in.oy, cl.7
y.lna, cl.7
A3 = yüun, cl.7
A4 = w.In, cl.3
A5 = ni-na, cl.5
BI = an.dsll, Cl.9
B2 = ki.sÊl, 'cl.7
C = on.naj}, cl. 3
D = nko'èna, cl.9
E = ki.pal, cl.7
Al : A2 = phon., Al
ace., A2 : A3 = phon















: A3 = phon., Al : A4 = ace., Al : A5 =
., A2 : A4 = morph., A2 : A5 = morph.,
A5 = ace., A4 : A5 = morph., BI : B2 •






















fi.ei, cl. 19 5
nie', cl. 19 6, 7
hi.wè, cl. 19 9, 10
u. kus, cl. 3 8
o.ot;, cl. 3 11
u.gudj.uy, cl. 3 12
Idslya, cl. 19 17
ef.uu, cl. 5 18
A2 = phon., BI : B2 = phon.,
C3 = phon., C2 : C3 = ace.
Cl


























k i. z en, cl. 7
y.lis, cl. 19
mbäp n/i (' meat water ')

















D2 = morph., Hl : H2 = morph
- cinq
tan : 1, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12,
ta : 3, 4
té : 8
lan : 9, 10






Al : A2 = phon.
20?

















= u. kol, cl. 3
mokolo, cl. 3
o.kól^, cl. 3
o.kolo.y , cl. 3
= u.nguru, cl. 3
= i,köo, cl. 3
= mbend, cl. 5
= o. ngoo, cl . 3
> f . t i -i= ge. gondo, cl . 7
kl.kond, cl. 7
















: A2 = ace . , Al : A3 = ace . , Al : A4 = morph . ,
: A3 = phon . , A2 : A4 = phon . , A3 : A4 = phon .
: C2 = ace., Cl : C3 = ace., C2 : C3 = morph.







































= phon., Cl : C4 =BI : B2 = phon.. Cl : C2 = phon., Cl : C3 r „, _„ . ,
phon., C2 : C3 = phon., C2 : C4 = phon., C3 : C4 = phon.
37. to give - donner
A = fa l, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18
ha 2, 3, 4
B = boijg 5
C = ti 6, 7
D = nda' 8








: E2 = phon., El : E3 = acc., E2 : E3 = phon.





























.._ . .._ 1—-r — - = phon., Al : A4 = phon., Al : A5=
morph., Al : A6 = acc., A2 : A3 = acc., A2 : A4 = acc.,
— =""""• B' • afi = =<•"-A2 : A5 = acc., A2 : A6 = acc., A3 : A4
= phon., A4 : A5 = acc., A4 : A6acc., A3 : A6
A5 : A6 = acc.
= Acc., A3 : A5 =
acc.,
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poq ! 3, 4
lam : 5
lama : 7









> s - herbe
e.huti , cl. 7
ki .kut , cl. 7
ki .küs , cl. 7
u.mbu, c 1.3
c.afci , Cl. 7
ma. fuga , cl. 6
u . f o w a , cl. 3
ki.sana, cl. 7
a. ka, cl. 7
ma.'ioki, cl. 6
kl. am, cl .7
o.psn
A2 = phon . , Al























C = k i . s l , cl.7 :
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Dl = y . o q , cl.19
hyoQ, cl.19
f i . oq . Cl.19
D2 = k l .nds f iq , cl.7
El = tu.hwij i , cl.13
nu.hij i .un, cl. 11
E2 = tuu-ji, Cl.13
E3 = huwiyen
E4 = nuéhijia, cl. 11
Fl = bo.hota, cl.14
F2 = a .ot ja , cl.3
G = tsóè, cl.9
H = n ó f f l
Dl : D2 = ace., Fl :
ace., El : E4 = phon














F2 = phon., El : E2 =
, E2 : E3 = ace., E2
phon., El :
: E4 = ace.,
E3














\ r i ...
= w.oo, cl.3
= iJca, cl.5
= mo.kat , cl.3
\ f . \ t io.gat.oy, Cl.3
= nam, cl.7
= ca», cl.7














: B2 = ace.










A = q.ó, Cl.3 7
mo.lo, cl.3 9, 10
a-.tij, cl.3 11
o. to, cl.3 13




BI = ki.ol, cl.7 8
B2 = a.ad.ay 12
C = u.kpé, cl.3 17
BI : B2 = phon.














































A4 = I.IOQ, Cl.19 15, 16
A5 = ri.tóq, cl.5 18
BI = a.ndoom, cl.9
B2 = a.ndomb.oy, cl.3 12
Al : A2 = morph., Al s A3 = morph., Al : A4 = ace., Al : A5
= morph., A2 : A3 = morph., A2 : A4 = ace., A2 : A5 = morph.,
A3 : A4 = phon., A3 : A5 = morph., A4 : A5 = ace., BI : B2 =
morph.










E = J . g ód . oy




H = m A. ree
47. hunger - £aim



























a.tjän 8, 11, 12
mè.tana 9, 10




\ r f- , rpu.oqol 16
ndsegge 17














ku. p urn e
fcuem
gu.buiyima





































BI : B2 = phon., BI
2, 3, 4
8






B3 = ace., B2 : B3 morph.
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= mbi 1 , 2 , 3 ,
di.fca, cl. 5 6, 7
= ni. pan, cl .5 8
= ki.sEy, cl. 7 5
= bu.jia, cl. 14 9
bu.jii, cl. 14 11
= PU.JIO, cl. 14 15, 16
= më-nda, cl.öa 14
= u.tema ('coeur') 17
= kt. kom, cl. 7 18
: A2 = phon., Cl : C2 = phon.
know - savoir



































: A2 = phon . , Al : A3 = morph
















' -. ^ *nad. uk
, \ / \ . \ N , \
= kuomo, kuombo
- N , f \
= ku.huma























: B3 = phon., B2 : B3 = ace










,,. ^ n \ ^D3 = go.hono
ku.hona
D4 = nol
UI : D2 = morph., Dl
D2 : 03 = morph., D2











D3 = phon., Dl : D4 = morph.,
D4 = morph., D3 : D4 = ace.
54. long - long
Al = saka : l
sak : 2








































\ ^ v .. V - \ge . nta • lala
\ , / /akana
\ \ \
f uur en
A2 = phon . ,







\ , / f ^\me . 1 emendo
mo. nómondo
\ v -\ .\l . niminj oy
X / \ ^ /enumendo
o . nomot J"
^ \ \̂ ̂o . nomeet
v / ^ . fo . nomoto
\ / '. ru. numutu
\ r , \ . ra.nembede
B2 = ace . , B
, BI : B6 = a
B5 = ace. , B













Al : A3 = phon . , A2 : A3 = phon . ,
1 : B3 = ace., B2 : B3 = ace.
2, 4 C = mud : 7













1 : B3 = ace., BI : B4 = ace., BI
cc., B2 : B3 = ace., B2 : B4 = ac
2 : B 6 = ace., B 3 : B4 = phon., B





56. meat - viande
A = mbäpo
mbäp
B = titi, cl.9
11t, 'animal'
Cl = nuga, cl.9
C2 = pu .nuk /ms . , cl.14/16
C3 = ojiok, cl.3
D = a.jiäm / i - , ' animal' , cl.9/10
me .jiam, cl .9/10
è .jnam /ma . , 'animal', cl.9/6
E = po.habundolop
F = ki.liij
G = bu.sugu /raa-, cl.!4/6a
H = pu.äji /ma.Sji, cl.!4/6a
I = yènê, cl.7
ßx.en, cl.8

















57 . moon - lune
AI = qw«
mu.I /mi . , cl.3/4
mu.il /ml, cl.3/4






A3 = yltil, Cl.9
A4 = Quii, cl.l
A5 = a.ho'l /#. , cl.3/4
B = syg ' 13
SOQ
Cl = u.we, cl.3




















Al : A2 = morph. , Al : A3 = ace., Al s A4 = morph. ,
Al : A5 = ace., A2 : A3 = ace. , A2 : A4 = ace., A2 : A5
ace. , A3 : A4 = ace., A3 : A5 = ace., A4 : A5 = ace.,
Cl : C2 = phon.
58. mountain - montagne
Al = mbat




B2 = hl.koa, cl.19
B3 = u.nguo, cl.3
B4 = ungwèns, cl.3
C = o.ma, cl.3
Dl = no.konto, cl.11
D2 = kondb, cl.9
E = ki.pullklè, cl.7
ki.pólikè, cl. 7
F = don, cl.9















ace., BI : B2 = phon., BI : B3 = ace., BI : B4
ace., B2 : B3 = morph., B2 : B4 = ace., B3 : B4 = phon.,
Dl : D2 = morph.




Bl = Jio, cl.3
B2 = jji», cl.5
ji.üul, cl.5
ji.ut, cl.5



















Cl = mu. nu , cl . 3
C2 = mu. nun , cl . 3
C3 = u. nu7, cl. 3
Dl = n.dum, cl. 3
D2 = nu. om, cl. 3
E = uqgwata, cl. 3
BI : B2 = morph. , C
C2 : C3 = phon. , Dl




C = j.o, cl. 5
j.ol, cl. 5
ni oo, cl . 5
Dl = n. ii , cl. 5
D2 = niji, cl. 5
V X I Cju- gj , cl .5
niiij , cl .5
D3 = o.nd$.oy, cl . 3
E = o. fino, cl. 3
F = kl.slén, cl.7
K x s c * n r c i • Y
Dl : D2 = phor-i. , Dl





A2 = nl.ti, cl. 5
ni . lo, cl. 5
nl.du, cl. 5
ni. t. in, cl .5








1 : C2 = phon., Cl : C3 = phon..






























B = lou, cl. 5 :
j. op, cl. 5 :
C = a.tóndó,cl.7 :
D = gep, cl. 9 :
Al : A2 = phon., Al
. neck - cou
A = tó 'gorge'
n tak 'gorge'
ntöq ' gorge '
B = kiq
C = ki.tap, cl. 7
Dl = è.men, cl. 3
D2 = kl.mU, Cl. 7
D3 = è.mèn, cl. 9
E = kè.nak, cl. 7
F = jioló, cl. 5
G = atokl, cl. 7
H = kl.logó, cl. 7
Dl : D2 = ace. , Dl





A2 = a.ru, cl. 5
wu, cl. 5
A3 = pu. tu, cl. 14
bu.lu, cl. 14
pu. du. p , cl . 14
bu.dugu, cl. 14
pu.tuk, cl. 14
A4 = u.duk, cl. 3
A5 = i.ru, cl. 3


































Al : A2 = phon., Al : A3 = ace., Al : A4 = phon., Al : A5 =
phon., A2 : A3 = morph., A2 : A4 = morph., A2 : A5 = ace.,
A3 : A4 = morph., A3 : A5 = ace., A4 : A5 = phon.
















= ji.o , cl. 5
= ni . ut , cl .5
= mfün, cl. 9
pfün, cl. 9



























































BI : B2 = phon., BI : B3 = phon., BI : B4 = phon.,
BI : B5 = ace.t B2 : B3 = phon., B2 : B4 = phon., B2 : B5
ace., B3 : B4 = phon., B3 s B5 = morph., B4 : B5 = ace.
66 . path - chemin







A3 = cl. 9
Cl. 9
BI = ki.noq, cl. 7
B2 = è.nóm, cl. 7
Cl = è.han, cl. 7
C2 = o.huji, cl. 3
C3 = ü.hwen.uy, cl. 3




Al : A2 = phon. , Al
phon., Cl : C2 = ace





















: ace., A2 : A3 = ace
: C3 = ace., C2 : C3
., BI : B2
= ace.,






















A3 = v. as
bbtj
A4 = m. urn
A5 = ».nds.oy
Al : A2 = phon.
A2 : A3 = phon.
A3 : A5 = phon.




















, Al : A3 = ace.. Al : A4 = ace.. Al : A5 = phon..
, A2 : A4 = ace . , A2 : A5 = ace . , A3 : A4 = ace . ,









no.opol /to. , cl. 11/13 : 11



















Al : A2 = phon., Cl t C2 = ace., Cl : C3 = morph., C2 : C3 = ace.
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= go.ëla ( verbe } :
= jman •
yuan















A3 = phon., A2 : A3 =acc.
70. river - fleuve
Al = n.sua /mi., cl.3/4
o.som /n., cl.3
A2 = o.sä /è., cl.3/4
ä.sä /!., cl.3/4
a..sa. /&. , cl.3/4
o.sa, cl. 3/4
A3 = nslom, cl.3
B = a.lip kag, 'eau grosse'
C = lom



















































\ \. \ - _
a . soko , cl . 7
bas
^ , \ \ ^e.basa /be.








C2 = phon. , Cl



































C3 = morph., C2 : C3 = acc..

















E2 = kuoyèt : 16
E3 = udza : 17
BI : B2 = phon., Dl : D2 = morph., El : E2 = morph.,
El : E3 = phon., E2 : E3 = ace.
















































: A2 = phon. , BI :











= J1O ' O
= gu.likumana



















E = o.lstj- : 11
F = léqan : 13
B2 = phon., Dl : D2 = ace.
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Ai : A2 = ace., BI : B2 = morph., Cl : C2 = ace.



























, \ , \kikop
koyo





























A2 = ace. , Al : A3 =
C2 = ace. , Cl : C3 *
- ciel
ndut '< 1






\ r _ f f _ ,
eijulumwon 11
morph., A2 : A3 = phon.,

























Fl : F2 = ace., Gl : G2 = morph., Gl : G3 = morph.,
Gl : G4 = morph., Gl 5 G5 = morph., Gl : G6 = ace.,
G2 : G3 = morph., G2 : G4 = morph., G2 : G5 = morph.,
G2 : G6 = ace., G3 : G4 = ace., G3 : G5 = ace., G3 : G6
morph., G4 : G5 = phon., G4 : G6 = ace., G5 : G6 = ace.










































: E3 = ace., E2 : E3 = phon.
Al : A2 = phon., BI : B2 = phon., BI : B3 = phon.,
B2 : B3 = phon., Cl : C2 = morph., Dl : D2 = morph.,
El : E2 = ace., El '
78. small - petit




B = toyo 5
Cl = saa 6
C2 = sii 7
C3 = sa' 18
D = a. kr ik 8
E = tete 9
F = tikitik 11
ikit i t f- 17
G = saqè 14
H = pu.ket 15
Cl s C2 = phon. , Cl :
79. smoke - fumée
Al = f i . t u t , cl. 19








F = ntjókl, cl. 9
Gl = oji6k, cl. 3
G2 = y6k, cl. 9
H = ijiw£-
I = f i .s i f l i , Cl. 19
Al : A2 =- phon., Dl :
80. snake - serpent
A = jiu : 1
nu : 3, 4, 5



















phon., C2 : C3 = ace.
morph., Gl : G2 = morph.
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Cl = hi. senj




Al : A2 = ace. , BI
B2 : B3 = ace., B2
morph. , BI : B4 = s
. stick - bSton
A = n. ton
B = kek, cl. 7
Cl = mu.lumb, cl. 3
o.tump, cl. 3
C2 = gl.dimbo, cl. 1
C3 = Itimbö
D = nu.a-.ida, Cl. 11
E = ki.fa', cl. 7
Fl = ki.Qgaq, Cl. 7
F2 = aci.gan, cl. 7
Cl : C2 = ace. , Cl















: B2 = ace. , BI












: C3 = ace. , C2
: B3 = phon. ,,
Cl : C2
: C3 = morph.,
























BI s B2 = phon.
81. spear - lance
Al = ko







n s . k o q o
_ ~ \ \ fA2 = e.yoijo
Al : A2 = phon.
l
2


















BI : B2 = phon., BI
Cl : C2 = morph.





























= ni . tan, cl. 5
a. taan, cl. 5
è.da 'ne, cl. 5
i t a -né , cl. 5
= jiè . ndaji , c 1.5
nl.taji, cl. 5
















morph., A2 : A4 = phon.,
Cl : C2 = phon.
16
= ace., Al : A4 = ace., A2 : A3 =
A3 : A4 = ace., BI : B2 = morph.,








B2 = bu.isi, cl. 14
C = jou, cl. 5
job, cl. 5
^ ̂  .- -, _mof, cl. S
Jïo-p, cl. 5
D = f l.aqa , cl. 19
hyaqga, cl. 19
E = D.héji , cl. 3
F = unguna
G = hiotot, cl. 19












































n.kondo, cl . 3
g. kun, cl. 3
». qgund.uy, c.
ni . Qgii , cl. 5
o.kên, Cl. 3
muel , cl. 3
n.ye'i , cl. 3
mo . IE Q , cl. 3
mo . liij, cl. 3
o.dan, cl. 3
\ /\ _T «




























































D = o.faan : 13
E = rï.kep : 18
Al : A2 = morph., BI : B2 = ace., BI
B2 : B3 = ace., Cl : C2 = phon.
































90. tongue - langue




ni . ny em, cl. 5
no.rombe, cl. 5
ri . 1 erna , cl . 5
A2 = fi.lëm, cl. 19
hi.lëmb, cl. 19
A3 = è.lïin
ge . lÊmbÈ , cl, 7
kx.lêmb, cl. 7















nè.pomb, cl.5 : 10
B2 = no.bémp:, cl.11 : 11
B3 = no.mbëmb.on, cl.11 : 12
no.mèm, cl.11 : 13
C = ki..pën, cl.7 : 16
Al : A2 : A3 = morph., BI
B2 : B3 = phon.
B2 = morph., BI : B3 = ace.,
















i . sog, cl. 5
di . S O Q , cl. 5
, \ \ n r-




n iji , c 1 . 5
ji.iji.in, cl. 5
nïr j io , cl. 5
nïtji, cl. 5
jiltq, Cl. 5





















B2 = phon., BI : B3 = phon., BI : B4 = phon.,
B5 = phon,, B2 : B3 = phon., B2 ; B4 = ace.,
B5 = phon., B3 : B4 = ace., B3 : B5 = phon.,
B5 *= ace.
- arbre
Al = t« : l
tah : 2, 3










A4 = ki.lt, cl.7
A5 = po.dzö.p, cl.14
._, > ^B = pu.os
\ N 1 i Apo.so, cl.14
„ ^ /, /C = wo.rote
T% ^ 1 ̂D = ri.kum
Al : A2 = phon,, Al
Al : A5 = ace., A2 :
A2 : A5 = ace., A3 :















: A3 = morph., Al : A4 = phon.,
A3 = ace,, A2 s A4 = ace.,
A4 = ace., A3 : A5 = ace.,






n . ook (-f-ji . j ok)
a.tjik, cl. 9
mislku, cl. 9





















A2 = o.t,Tag6y, cl.3
B = nzsn jiant
Al : A2 = morph.
94. two - deux



















Al : A2 = phon .

















B5 = ace., B2 : B6ace., B2 : B4 = ace.,
B3 : B4 = phon., B3 : B5 = ace., B3 : B6 = ace
phon., B4 : 36 = ace., B5 : B6 = ace.
; B3 = phon.,
B6 = phon., B2 : B3
phon.,
B4 : B5 =
95. water - aau
A = ntsa


















ma . ni, cl.6
C2 = mX.ni', cl.6
D = mateya
Cl C2 = ace.































A2 = ace . , Al :












A3 = ace., Al A4 = ace., Al
A3 : A4 = ace.
., A2 : A4 = ace., A2 : A5
A3 s A5 = morph., A4 : A5 = ace.
A5 =
morph.,































. \ f, f= hu .gube
= k ï .hun
è .hun






: A2 = ace . ,













A3 = ace., Al : A4 = ace., Al : A5 =
u  eo. ;  j — fuuji.  A2 : A4 = phon., A2 : A5 = ace.,
A3 : A4 = phon., A3 : A5 = ace., A4 : A5 = ace., Dl : D2
morph., Dl : D3 = ace., Dl : D4 = ace., D2 : D3 = phon.,
D2 : D4 = phon., D3 : D4 = phon.












































BI : B2 = phon., El s E2 = ace., El : E3 = phon., E2 s E3
ace., Fl : F2 = phon.,
240






















o. kon, el. 3









hu. in, cl. 19
yèajiii, cl. 19



















A2 = morph . , Al : A3 = ace . , Al : A4 = morph . ,
A5 = ace., Al : A6 = ace., Al : A7 = ace., Al : A8 =
. , Al : A9 = ace., A2 : A3 = ace., A2 s A4 = morph.,
A5 = ace . , A2 : A6 = phon . , A2 : A7 = ace . , A2 : A8
, A2 : A9 = ace . , A3 : A4 = ace . , A3 : A5 = ace . ,
A6 = phon . , A3 : A7 = ace . , A3 s A8 = ace . , A3 : A9
, A4 : A5 = aec., A4 : A6 = morph., A4 : A7 = phon.,
A8 = ace., A4 : A9 = ace., A5 : A6 = morph., A5 : A7
. , A5 : A8 = ace . , A5 : A9 = ace . , A6 : A7 = ace . ,
A8 = ace., A6 : A9 = ace., A7 : A8 - morph., A7 : A9
, A8 : A9 = ace.





Ogu? 1, 2, 3, 4
mu 5,6
nui 7
pu. a, cl. 14 8, 9
waak, cl. 14 13
waa-, cl. 14 17
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E = hl.DQ : 9, 11, 15
* v 1 Cnuoq : lo
F = njioma : 14
G = ba' : 18
Al : A2 = morph. means that the divergence of the words
under Al and those under A2 is morphological.
Al : A2 = phon. means that the divergence of the words
under Al and those under A2 is phonological.
Al : A2 = ace. means that the divergence of the words under
Al and those under A2 is accumulatf.w, i.e. that there is
more than one difference between them, morphological and/or
phonological.
Words under different letters are not related.
Differences between words under one heading, e.g. Al, are
regulär and not counted.
The numbers refer to the languages.
cl.3 means class 3.
A . means a morphological boundary, e.g. pfl.S
If a language is not listed under a certain item,no data
for that item were available.
1 1 7
If this vowel occurs in an environment where there is no floating instance of
[A], RR (37) will apply and insert [a]. This happens in the lefthand example.
If, however, there is a floating instance of [A] no [a] is inserted, as in the
righthand example:




. . _. _4 i
"W
X + b )
hE+bOb








The circled [a] is inserted before spreading has taken place. Presumably this
ordering is universal. We will assume that RR's, being everywhere rules, always
apply before other processes.
3.2,4. The /e/ - /i/ alternation
In this type no alternation with respect to tongue root position takes place.
In the framework assumed, the feature [A] is specified underlyingly in this
case, since it it not involved in an alternation. Since there is a height
alternation, as in the preceding case, we underspecify the vowel for [a]:




X + b X k
-> e+bak
ij- --Ä i&j tier
L Tal -Ho»*•)• -Laj tier
i
( + 1 X k
-> I+lik (cf. 27)
The boxed [A] in the right-hand example will disappear as a result of the OCP;
cf. section 2. In this case, RR (37) will be checked, and found not to be
appllcable. In the left-hand example, on the other hand, RR (37) is met due to
the fact that there is no FLOATING instance of [A]. An [a] is therefore
inserted here. This example shows the crucial importance of the way in which we
have formulated RR (37).
3.2.5. The /o/ - /u/ alternation and a transparency effect
Unlike the /e/ - /i/ alternation, which only occurs in preflxes, the present
alternation occurs in all morphemic classes. The analysis is parallel to the




f X 1 X b + L -> fwA.lAb+1 (cf
116
In following sections, we will dlscuss the data presented In section 3.1. Each
subsection here corresponds to the approprlate subsection of 3.1.
3.2.1. The alternation /a/ - /A/
Roots or affixes may contaln an Instances of a floatlng [A], which by the
associatlon conventlons is assoclated wlth vowels from left to right:
(38) 4 [A] tler
-[i]/[u] tier
-[a] tier
Observe that in this case the RR in (37) is not met. There is a floating
instance of [A].
In the corresponding cases where no morpheme possessing [A] is involved, no
spreading takes place and the underlying representations are directly
phonetically interpreted.
3.2.2. The alternation /O/ - /o/
This cases is no different from the preceding one. There are, however, no
affixes showing this alternation. It occura only in roots combined with a
dominant affix:
(39) ~A=---r~- [A] tier
-Cl]/[u] tier
I
X + m X t X - > o+moti (cf . 24) f
The alternations discussed so f ar are straightforward and involve nothing but j
the feature [A], In the following sections, we deal with cases where the ]
alternation involves a height difference, alongside or instead of a difference !
in tongue root position. l
j
3.2.3. The alternation /E/ - /i/ j
The root in (39) alternates with [motE]. The /E/ - /i/ alternation is also
found in several suffixes and one prefix. In this case the vowel is left ;
unspecified for the feature [a], and specified with [i] only. '
